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The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of the game based on educational method and traditional
approach on the performance of selected basketball skills.
The type of research was semi-experimental one. Participants included 30 adolescent girls who were divided into
two groups based on the game-based practice (15) and traditional training (15) build on the pre-test scores. Both
groups performed the intervention program for 8 weeks and each week for three 60-minute sessions. Then, a posttest was performed and the data were analyzed using SPSS 21 software at a significance level of 0.05.
The results showed that both educational method and traditional approach groups had a significant improvement in
basketball performance; there was no improvement in basketball dribbling performance in both groups. However,
in the performance test, game based on educational method group had a significant improvement compared to the
traditional practice one.
The results suggest that using a game-based educational method can significantly increase the important factors
of basketball performance in youth, which can move into more complex situations.
game, educational method, traditional practice, basketball, performance.

Introduction1
Team sports can play an important role in attracting
youth to sports and continuing their activities. But teens
do not enjoy exercises and have little physical mobility
when participating in team sports. Many of them do
not know how and to which area of the field move, the
traditional educational models in the physical education
classes of the universities may be an effective factor in
reducing the quality of play in team sports. As Butler &
Griffin argued, as a result of the use of traditional models,
in addition to children, adults also find little understanding
of the game [1]. The traditional method of training and
upgrading performance emphasizes the use of a teachercentered technique and approach, the coach is the main
controller of the learning environment and responsible
for the content planning of the course [2, 3], the skills
are practiced in a drill and distinct form from the real
context. They are practiced in such a way that the learner
focuses on the repetition of skill execution shown to him
by the pattern [2]. Pritchard et. al. stated that one of the
most important limitations of traditional models is the
disability of transferring the practicing skills to the real
field of play, resulting in a significant lack of performance
in the game performance. Ultimately, using this approach
leads to boredom and fatigue [4]. As a result of these
observations, different educational approach, called PPbased learning, was developed by Bunker and Thorpe [5].
The goal of the game’s learning approach is to develop
an understanding of the game insight, which makes the
performer more confident.
Therefore, the main purpose of PP is understanding
and appreciation of the game [6]. Advocates of the PP
approach propose that action or decision-making choices
should be taught before the practice or execution of the
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technique [7]. In fact, achieving the objectives of the PP
approach is based on modified games and questioning [8].
Some researchers emphasize the valuable role played by
sport education and order physical education instructors
to provide educational issues in game tutorials. He also
insists that coaches “Turn Practice into Play”. The change
in practice to play has two kinds of beneficial effects:
motivation and transfer [9, 10]. The motivational aspect
of the game based educational model comes from the
enjoyment of the game and the perceived progress of
learning. The PP model replaces the training’s tedious
condition with the challenging and enjoyable playing
situations. In addition, if the learner overcomes the
problems and challenges, he will feel progress and
enjoyment. In general, enjoyment is the most important
factor in the participation of children and youth in
sport. Enjoyment is the main reason for the beginning
and participation in the sport of youth, the researchers
concluded that enjoyment of sport activities would
increase the commitment of youth to exercise and physical
activity and reduce interest in alternative activities, such
as watching TV subsidies.
After the introduction of the PP method and other
tactic-based models, several studies have been done on
their impact on the growth of technique and performance
of the game for children and youth. In some studies, gamebased or tactical groups based on post-training techniques
did not show significant differences in skill performance
[8, 11] and some reported superiority of the game-based
group [4, 12, 13]. In the area of decision making, the
result of the research was contradictory. Research in some
respects supported the relative superiority of the tactic
group [8, 10, 13] and in some other aspects did not show
such superiority [14, 15]. Further research supports the
superiority of tactic training [4, 8, 16]. Miller in a review
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of research on tactical models reported that 56% of the
development studies, 58% of decision-making studies,
93% of support development studies and 59% of the
studies supported of skill development [15]. Regardless
of the support factor, these findings are consistent with
what Lee and Ward stated [17]. According to them,
research on tactical models has provided little support
for cognitive outcomes and game performance, and
there is still little empirical evidence that supports tacticbased approaches [17]. But according to McMorris, the
learner learns what they are taught [18]. Game-based
learning leads to the learning and improvement of tactical
performance, and the teaching of techniques leads to
learning and technical progress. McMorris also concludes
that evidence suggests that technology-based learning
leads to decision-making, and game-based learning may
develop technical performance [18-20]. Miller suggests
that long training courses (more than 8 hours) should be
used in research [15]. Miller concluded that a longer-term
training course had a great influence on progress and
promotion of decision-making skills [15].
Also, Harvey and Jarrett, after reviewing the studies
conducted since 2006, concluded that the length of the
training period for research on game-based approaches is
still low. They stated that the length of the intervention
period of the research was usually seven to twelve
sessions [21]. However, the length of the intervention
period was appropriate in the research of Lee and Enter
[17], Mesquita et. al. [13], and Pritchard et. al. [4]. But it
seems that the only limited number of training sessions
in most of the comparative studies is not important.
McMurray [22] further criticized the comparative studies
of the game-based approach with the traditional approach.
McMorris states on the basis of the motor behavior
approach that proposes a motor behavior for a techniqueto-cognitive approach [18]. He claims that what they
criticize of the game-based approach call it the “traditional
approach” are poorly-documented training protocols that
are different from the technique-to-cognitive approach
[18]. Similarly, Chatzopoulos et al. put forward a similar
critique, according to them, what has not been considered
is the continuation of a technique based approach using
tactical strategies [11]. Given what has been said, the
issues that have been neglected in previous research have
been to prolong the course and, consequently, change
the traditional approach of the classroom (ie, technique
to tactics), as well as the ability to transfer learning to
the actual field of play. Investigations have shown that
with the increase in the training period, the results also
change [15]. By increasing the number of sessions,
the type of traditional group training will also change,
and their training will change from the state modified
technique to more complex situations, such as moderated
games. But other features of the traditional approaches,
namely, coach-centered, providing direct instructions and
coaching decisions are still there.
The purpose of this study is to compare the effect of
two educational methods, namely game based (PP) and
traditional, on the performance of basketball.
176

Materials and Methods
Participants.
Participants included 30 teenage girls from Urmia
who volunteered to participate in this research. None of
the participants had a background of basketball practice.
Participants were randomly divided into two equal
groups (15 subjects). A group based on the practice-based
training, the other group trained in the traditional way.
Research Design
The research method was semi-experimental, in which
two groups participated. Participants were evaluated
in two stages of pre-test and post-test. The participants
requested to participate in the research after completing
the consent, of which 45 were participants in the pretest of basketball performance. The evaluations were
carried out using the game performance assessment
instrument measurement tool, based on three scales of
shot, dribbling and pass. Participants’ scores were used
for homogenization. 8 skilled participants, as well as 7
participants who appeared to have motion problems,
were removed at this stage. Finally, 30 participants with a
skill level of approximately equal were selected. For the
PP group, a trainer with a 10-year history of basketball
training and a trainer with eleven years of basketball
training experience were used for the traditional group.
In addition, three first-rate basketball coaches with a
history of training and coaching participated as research
consultants. The practice protocol of each group was
designed according to the general pattern of the model,
using similar research and the opinion of the counselor’s
mentors. Before each training session, information about
the content of the lesson was given to the training coach.
The groups trained for 60 minutes each week for six
weeks and each session for 60 minutes each day after the
last training session, a post-test (similar to the pre-test).
Assessments of decision making, skill play and game
support simultaneously were conducted by two coaches
who were familiar with the performance test.
The percentage of agreement between the two
evaluators was 82% for decision making, 87% for skill
and 84% for support. The design of the PP group exercise
program was done using the extended PP model [21,
22]. To design a traditional group training program, two
distinctive features of the traditional approach, namely,
teacher-centered and technically based, were considered.
The group’s training program at initial meetings included
drilling of techniques such as dribbling, pass and a variety
of shots. Drilling the techniques was done individually
and by team. The instructor used direct instructions,
modeling and feedback for training. At the end of each
training session, the participant played basketball for 1015 minutes freely.
After the ninth session, after moderating progress in
the execution of the techniques, moderated games were
used to teach skill-utilization in challenging situations.
Moderated games were also used to train attack and
defense tactics such as outlet, counter-strike, regional
defense. The complexity of the exercises increased
gradually throughout the sessions. The main difference
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between the use of moderated games in the traditional
group and PP focused on the characteristics of the two
approaches. For the traditional team, even after the ninth
session and starting to practice moderated games, the
coach played a pivotal role in all decisions. The coach
guided the game with instructions, guides and concurrent
feedback. The question was not used about how to freeze
the game and what is better for a player to do.
The participants tried to execute the coach’s
instructions in the form of the game. Game performance
assessment instrument was designed by Oslin et al. to
measure game performance [25, 26]. The mean of play
performance is behaviors that represent the understanding
of the game as well as the player’s ability to solve
tactical problems through the selection and application
of appropriate skills. The instrument for measuring the
performance of the game has been examined by three
groups of games: attack (football and basketball), net/
wall (volleyball) and field /track/points (softball). The
validity and reliability of the test were measured through
three separate studies on guidance students, and the
findings have shown that this tool is a valid and reliable
test for measuring the game performance [26]. This tool
was used to measure three indicators of decision making,
skill execution and support. According to Oslin et al.,
these three indicators are important for success in assault
games such as basketball [26].
Statistical Analysis
To investigate the present research data and compare
the effect of two methods of training with traditional
approach and game-based learning on the performance
of selected basketball skills, first, the effect of each two
methods in three skills was calculated by t-test and then
for comparison of these methods effects in each three
skills single-variable covariance analysis (ANCOVA)
was used. Data were analyzed with confidence interval
of 0.95 (P = 0.05) and analyzed by SPSS software version
22.
Results
Shapiro-Wilk test was used to examine the distribution
of research data. The results showed that the data of all

three skills in the two stages of the test were normal
distribution (P> 0.05), therefore, for statistical analysis,
parametric statistical method was used. In order to
investigate the effect of traditional and game-based
training on basketball triple skills in the present study, the
scores of each two groups were compared in the pre-test
and performance test, the results of which are shown in
the following table.
TAs the results of the test show (Table 1) in basketball
skill scoring, both educational methods have made
significant progress among the participants in the field,
so that the scores from the pre-test to the performance test
were significantly improved (P = 0.001). In the case of
dribbling skills, the difference between the two stages of
the test (pre-test and performance test) was statistically
significant (P <0.05). However, with regard to mean of
two groups in two stages of test, it is observed that two
groups influenced by independent variable (Educational
methods) had worse performance at the test stage than
the pre-test. But the results on the pass variable are
different, so that there is no significant improvement in
the traditional educational group among the subjects, and
the traditional teaching method has no significant effect
on improving of pass technique (P = 0.054), but in the
training group of the based game, the results indicate that
the progress of the subjects from the pre-test stage to the
performance test is statistically significant (P = 0.001); In
other words, game based education has a significant effect
on the pass technique of the subjects in the present study.
In order to compare the effects of two educational
methods on the basketball skills of this study, onevariable covariance analysis (ANCOVA) was used. The
results are shown in the tables below. First, to compare the
skill of the shot between the two groups (two educational
methods), we examine the results of this test in Table 2.
At first, the assumption of the equality of variances was
confirmed by Levin’s test for all three skills (P> 0.05).
The results of the test in the above table show that the
F value of the coincidence variable (pretest) is significant
(P = 0.001, P = 13.072), therefore, hypothesis correlation
assumption is observed and choice of pre-test score as a
perfect match. But value of independent variable F (group)

Table 1. The Effect of Two Methods of Teaching on Performance in Basketball Skills
Group

Skills
Shot

Traditional
Approach

Dribbling
Pass
Shot

Game Based
Educational
Method

Dribbling
Pass

Test
pretest
Performance
pretest
Performance
pretest
Performance
pretest
Performance
pretest
Performance
pretest
Performance

M
16.26
20.87
12.16
11.14
26.93
28.93
17.2
20.47
12.26
11.06
24.2
35.73
177

T
-5.9

Sig.
0.001

3.5

0.004

-2.1

0.054

-4.58

0.001

4.71

0.001

-5.31

0.001
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F (group) (educational method here) is statistically
significant (P=0.001, F=143.14). After removing effect of
pre-test, there is a significant difference between the mean
variations of two groups in performance test. Therefore,
we conclude that there is a significant difference between
two methods of teaching (traditional and game based) on
pass execution of subjects in the present study. According
to the mean scores of the two groups, we conclude that
the method of education based on the game had a more
significant effect on pass performance of subjects than
traditional teaching method. In general, the results of
this study showed the game-based method of training
compared to the traditional method significantly had a
greater effect on pass performance of subjects, but there
was no significant difference between the two methods of
training on shots and dribbling skills.

(educational method) is not statistically significant (P
= 0.338, F = 0.952). After removing the impact of pretest, there is no significant difference between the mean
changes of two groups in the post-test. Therefore, we
conclude that there is no significant difference between
the two methods of teaching (traditional and game based)
on the performance of basketball shots.
The results of the ANCOVA test for dribbling skills
are shown in Table 3.
The results of the test in the above table indicate that
the F value of the co-variance (pre-test) is significant
(P=0.001, F=106.329), therefore, correlation assumption
of coincidence variable is observed and the choice of pretest score as a perfect match. But value of independent
variable F (group) (educational method here) is not
statistically significant (P = 0.632, F = 234). After
removing the impact of pre-test, there is no significant
difference between the mean changes of the two groups
in the post-test. Therefore, we conclude that there is
no significant difference between the two educational
methods (traditional and game-based) on performance of
basketball dribbling skill in the present study.
For the skill level, ANCOVA test results are shown in
Table 4.
The results of the test in the above table show that the F
value of the co-variance (pretest) is significant (P=0.001,
F=4.147), therefore, correlation assumption of convergent
variable is observed and the choice of the pre-test score
as a perfect match. The value of independent variable

Discussion
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect
of two approaches based on the game (PP) and traditional
training on the performance of selected youth girls’
basketball skills. Participants practiced basketball in two
traditional and PP groups in 18 sessions. The results were
evaluated in the form of pre-test and post-test.
Overall, the results show that subjects in both
traditional training and game-based training played a
significant role in basketball shots, but there was no
significant improvement in dribbling, but in gamebased training test they had meaningful progress in pass

Table 2. Results of the covariance analysis test to examine the effect of two educational methods on the skill of
basketball shots
Source
Correction model
Pre-test
Group
Error
Total

SS
74.098
72.898
5.31
150.569
13038

df
2
1
1
27
30

MS
37.049
72.898
5.31
5.577

F
6.644

Sig.
0.005

13.072

0.001

0.952

0.338

Table 3. Results of the covariance analysis test to examine the effect of two educational methods on basketball
dribbling skill
Source
Correction model
Pre-test
Group
Error
Total

SS
72.919
72.872
0.16
18.504
3789.944

df
2
1
1
27
30

MS
36.459
72.872
0.16
0.685

F
53.198
106.329
0.632

Sig.
0.001
0.001
0.234

Table 4. Results of the covariance analysis test to investigate the effect of two educational methods on basketball shot
skill
Source
Correction model
Pre-test
Group
Error
Total

SS
473.538
126.738
432.208
825.129
32662

df
2
1
1
27
30

MS
236.769
126.738
432.208
30.56

178

F
7.748
4.147
14.143

Sig.
0.002
0.001
0.001
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technique, while the traditional training group did not
make any progress. These results are consistent with the
findings of Nathan and Haynes [20] and inconsistent with
the findings of French et al. [19]. A possible reason for
these conflicting results may be the type of selected game.
In the French and colleagues’ research, the impact
of tactic-based methods and the technique for learning
was done in badminton play [19]. The badminton game
in Bunker and Thorup division [5] is part of the net/wall
game, but basketball in the game is part of an attack game,
like hockey in Nathan and Haynes [20]. The PP group
performed better than the traditional group in post-test of
shots and pass technique. These results are inconsistent
with more research findings [4, 10, 12, 27]. These results
are consistent with the content of the tactical group
training program in this study. The overall content of the
tactics-based training program included warming up, skill
drilling, and game play that after the ninth session changed
to moderated games. Skill drilling is the most part of the
training sessions, especially at the initial sessions, is given
in static and unrestricted conditions. It seems that these
conditions are very much in line with the requirements
for executing skill tests such as basketball performance
one. It seems that the skill drilling and practical skill at
the end of each session has also been effective in the
tactical progress of this group. But why the groups did not
make a significant difference in terms of shooting test is
interesting.
Participants at all stages of the warm-up phase and
the interruptions between the games repeatedly practiced
shooting technique and they constantly practiced it.
Possibly, the frequent repetition of this technique by
the participants may have made the groups differently
meaningless. A review of the trend shows that both
educational approaches have contributed to improved
basketball performance.
As Thomas and Thomas stated, selection of the
appropriate response or making appropriate choices
in sport does not necessarily correlate with successful
performance [28]. In accordance with the PP model,
participants first develop game understanding and
decision making, and later develop technical skills. There
was no progress in dribbling performance; the relatively
weak decision making by the PP group in the post-test was
influenced by the weakness of the group in performing of
the skill. Since technical weaknesses may limit the choices
that are made in the situations of the game. In different
situations, the target selection may be done correctly, but
the allocation of the appropriate parameters to the chosen
motor program is a basic problem for beginners [29], or,
as Turner et al. assumes, the two processes, “What to do”
and “How” is likely to be specific to complex motor skills
such as playing [12]. The relatively long protocol of this
study may have been able to improve the weak section of
“How”, in post-test of PP group. However, in the field
of pass technique performance and enhancement program
of it after ninth session in PP group, is likely to improve
the performance of the group. Perhaps this has led to a
significant improvement in the PP group from pre-test to

post-test.
Another important aspect of improving the
performance of the pass in the PP group is the use of
the question and answer training principle. As Pra´xedes
et al. concluded, the use of the principle of questionand-answer questions in the field of moderated games
makes decision-making progress [23]. Raab and Johnson
emphasized that “the question” is a tool that can succeed
in very complex situations because it leads the athlete’s
attention to important aspects of the game and receives
positive results [30]. Similar results have been reported
in other studies comparing technique-based and gamebased groups [8, 10, 11]. But others have reported PP’s
superiority in performing skill [4, 13, 14, 23].
Despite the superiority of PP group in pass and
shot performance tests, these groups did not have a
particular advantage in terms of skill performance in
dynamic game play than the traditional group. Miller [15]
concluded in a review article that there is a relationship
between the duration of the game-based intervention and
communication skill performance. In the present study,
the groups trained for 18 sessions and each session for
one hour. This volume of interventions seems to have
been effective and promotes groups from pre-test to posttest. In the analysis and comparison of group changes in
terms of shot and pass, the results showed that PP practice
protocols have promoted performance.
Conclusion
The results reported in other similar studies [4,
8, 9, 16]. Contrary to skill performance, the support
performance in game-based models can be developed
faster. According to Miller’s conclusion, support in the
game can also be developed in tactics based on short term
training (8 sessions) [15]. In the game-based protocol
in this study, 4 sessions (sessions 6, 7, 8, and 9) were
devoted to the development of tactical awareness. The
significant difference between the game-based group and
the traditional one is in line with Miller’s deduction in the
mid-test [15]. It seems that the exercises of these groups,
based on moderated questions and games, have led to the
development of cognitive and decision-making skills.
This development in decision making is so deep that
even in relatively more complex situations of basketball
full games, game-based groups can take advantage of it.
Considering the process of questioning in the form of
moderated games as an effective and influential factor
in decision-making, the PP team benefited from this
process during the training program. But in connection
with the traditional group, even the inclusion of training
programs did not lead to the development of dribbling
and pass technique during the game. However, the use of
moderated games and the use of tactical strategies after
the ninth session for the traditional group may not be
fully appreciated by McMurray’s proposal technique [22]
Technique-to recognition. As Pra´xedes et al. suggested
[23], it seems the use of the question in the form of
moderated games seems to be the most prominent feature
of the PP model, which can, in particular, enhance decision
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making in the game. It is suggested that a similar study
would be conducted over a long period of time with more
sample sizes in different age domains. It is also suggested
that the impact of these models should be considered
on psychological outcomes such as the motivation of
continuing training, enjoyment of practice among youth.
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